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Introduction



Software Development Life Cycle

Problem

Requirements

Development

Maintenance

UML Model 



Brief Definitions

UML--includes a set of graphical notation 
techniques to create abstract models of 
specific systems, referred to as UML model.

Class diagram 
describes the 
structure of 
the system.



Brief Definitions

Class Diagram
 Attributes
 Operations
It consists several 

relationships
 Association
 Aggregation
 Composition 
 Generalization etc



Brief Definitions

OCL-- declarative language for describing rules 
upon UML models  notation to express the 
integrity constraints which cannot be captured 
by the graphical UML notation.

Class
Id: string
studentSize:int

context Class inv:  
self.studentSize  1



Brief Definitions

Verification of Model--ensures that the model is 
correct and does not contain any kind of errors. 
“Are we building the model right”. 

Validation of Model-- ensures that the model 
accomplish all the requirement. “Are we building 
the right model”. 

“We will focus on Verification Process of UML/OCL 
Model”



How UML/OCL Model Look Like...

Graphical constraints:

Multiplicities of associations

Inheritance hierarchies

context Person inv:  
self.age  0

Textual constraints:

Complex class invariants



Model Correctness (Verification)

Person

name: string
age:int

// Person’s age must be more then zero
context Person inv: self.age>0

Class Satisfying Object

P1:Person

name = ‘Tony’
age = 23

P2:Person

name = ‘Tom’
age = -3

Unsatisfying Object



INPUT & OUTPUT



WHY Verification & Validation
Error in the model means Error in the code
Avoiding the Errors at initial stage 

TransformationToo Many 

Errors



WHY Verification & Validation

It is Better If I Verify My Model Here 

Error in the model means Error in the code
Avoiding the Errors at initial stage 



Example (Estimated time)

• UMLtoCSP takes 92 second to verify the property.



Example (Estimated time)

•New classes that do not affect the property being verified. 

•2 hours (did not verified any property ) 



Problem 
Statement



Identifying the Problem

Verification of small models is supported by 
most of tools and methods .

So where is the problem?



Identifying the Problem

Verification of large and complex UML/OCL 
model.
Efficient and scalable method.
At certain point, available verification methods 
stop working.
 CPU time
 Memory
 Allocated resources 



Identifying V&V Tools

V&V Tools Available in a market.
 UMLtoCSP
 HOL-OCL
 MOVA
 ALLOY
 UML2ALLOY
 USE
 CQC  (Is method)
 Other methods (not implemented)



Proposed Benchmark



Research
Objective



Research Objective

To design a Framework/Technique for 
improving the scalability for verification 
process.

Efficient verification technique usable to large 
models.
 Abstract irrelevant components of the system.
 Partition model into independent submodels.



Proposed 
UOST



UML/OCL Slicing Technique

Slicing a model into small fragments (submodels). 

Our Defined 
Partitioning 
Technique Efficient 

Verification 
Method



UML/OCL Slicing Technique

Our goal is to determine whether the input 
class diagram has legal instances.

Two different notions of satisfiability is 
considered:
 Strong and Weak satisfiability.



UML/OCL Slicing Technique

Given a Model `m', into m1, m2, m3...mn
submodels, where m is satisfiable if all 
m1, m2, m3...mn submodels are 
satisfiable.

Each submodel is a subset of the OCL 
constraints.



UML/OCL Slicing Technique

Each slice is less constrained than the 
original model.

It is necessary to ensure that if the 
original model is unsatisfiable.





Cluster of Constraints

The constraint support is the set of classes 
restricted by the constraint.

Clustering of the constraint.

Identifying the constraint or a group of 
constraints restricting the same model 
element.



Constraint Support

Local and Global Constraint.

Local: If it can be evaluated by examining 
only the values of the attributes in one 
object of class C.

Global: if the constraint are examined 
multiple objects of the same class.



Constraint Support



Flow graph Concept
We have used a flow graph that captures 
the dependencies of the elements within 
the UML/OCL class diagram.

Each vertex is a class and each arc is a 
relationship. 





Example (Model Coach)



1. context Coach inv passengerSize :
self.trips ->select (r|r.oclIsTypeOf(RegularTrip))->forAll( t|t.passengers
->size()  noOfSeats)
2. context VendingMachine inv UniqueNumber:  VendingMachine ::allInstances() ->isUnique ( 
t|t.number )
3. context Passenger inv NonNegativeAge:
self.age >0



1. context Coach inv passengerSize :
self.trips ->select (r|r.oclIsTypeOf(RegularTrip))->forAll( t|t.passengers
->size()  noOfSeats)

Slice



1. context Coach inv passengerSize :
self.trips ->select (r|r.oclIsTypeOf(RegularTrip))->forAll( t|t.passengers
->size()  noOfSeats)

Submodel 1



2. context VendingMachine inv UniqueNumber:  VendingMachine ::allInstances() ->isUnique ( 
t|t.number)



Submodel 2
Submodel 1

context Coach inv passengerSize :
self.trips ->select (r|r.oclIsTypeOf(RegularTrip))-
>forAll( t|t.passengers
->size()  noOfSeats)

context VendingMachine inv 
UniqueNumber:  
VendingMachine ::allInstances() -
>isUnique ( t|t.number )



Submodel 1Submodel 1

Submodel 2Submodel 2

3. context Passenger inv NonNegativeAge:
self.age > 0



Submodel 1Submodel 1

Submodel 2Submodel 2

Submodel 3



Submodel 1Submodel 1

Submodel 2Submodel 2

Submodel 3Submodel 3

=



Submodel 2
Submodel 1 and 3

1. context Coach inv passengerSize :
self.trips ->select (r|r.oclIsTypeOf(RegularTrip))-
>forAll( t|t.passengers
->size()  noOfSeats)
3. context Passenger inv NonNegativeAge:
self.age > 0

2. context VendingMachine inv 
UniqueNumber:  
VendingMachine ::allInstances() -
>isUnique ( t|t.number )



Proposed 
UOST

















Future Work



Currently Working On…

Feedback technique in case of any 
unsatisfiable submodels.
There are 3 stages of feedback technique:
1. Detect the failed submodel.
2. Detect the specific failed invariant.
3. Provide constructive feedback for 

improvement.




